The Science of 9/11, 2001
Many scientists, engineers and other
professionals have found serious scientific
problems with the official story of what
happened on 9/11. About 3000 died on that
tragic day. Hundreds of thousands of others
have died in the wars resulting from 9/11
that continue to this day. Don't you owe it to
these victims to take a few minutes of your
time to examine the evidence independent
researchers have uncovered that strongly
suggests that we have not been told the full
story of what really happened that day?

Illustration 1: Explosive nano-thermite chips found in WTC dust

"Condemnation without investigation is the
height of ignorance." ―Albert Einstein.

Falsification

Illustration 2: Flat Earth theory

Illustration 2: Evidence of a round earth

In science, the notion of falsifiability is the most important and
essential criteria for determining the scientific validity of any
proposed explanation or hypothesis. A hypothesis is falsifiable if it
predicts some fact or experiment that would prove the hypothesis
to be wrong. Take the hypothesis that the Earth is flat, for
example. This hypothesis is falsifiable because if you travelled
due East and eventually ended up where you started, this would
falsify or prove the hypothesis is wrong. In science you can never
prove a hypothesis is true but you can prove a hypothesis is false
by falsifying it.

"If observation shows that the predicted effect is definitely absent,
then the theory is simply refuted."―Karl Popper.

Free Fall

llustration 4: NIST WTC 7 free fall analysis

Free fall occurs when an object falls unimpeded
due only to the force of gravity. A free falling
object accelerates. That is, it falls faster and
faster at a constant rate. If the object is impeded
by something the object is no longer in free fall.
For example, suppose you drop a bowling ball
from your roof. As you pick up the ball and bring
it up to your roof additional gravitational
potential energy is being stored in the ball. Your
body is using up stored energy to move your
muscles and this is converted to gravitational
potential energy and stored in the ball. When
you release the ball, all the available
I
gravitational energy is converted to kinetic
energy. This is free fall.

Law of Conservation of Energy
The law of conservation of energy states
that energy cannot be created or destroyed,
only converted to other forms. So when a
bowling ball is dropped off a roof, all the
available gravitational potential energy is
converted to kinetic energy. If the ball
travelled faster than free fall or slower than
free fall this would involve a violation of the
law of conservation of energy. There would
be a violation because the levels of energy
do not balance. There would also be a
Illustration 5: Law of Conservation of Energy
violation if the ball did not slow down when
encountering a source of resistance such as a piece of plywood. Because some of the
available energy must be used up to break up the board and produce heat from friction.

WTC Building 7
Not many people know that a third building
besides the two towers came down on 9/11. WTC
7 or building 7 was a 47 story building about the
length and width of a football field.
The official hypothesis of how WTC 7 came down
states that ordinary office fires weakened the
structural supports causing the building to
collapse straight down into its footprint. We do
know that fire certainly can weaken steel but fire
doesn't sheer or cut steel quickly. Normal office
fires cause slow gradual damage to steel not fast
simultaneous damage. This hypothesis predicts
Illustration 6: Building 7 collapsing
then that no period of free fall will be observed in
a building collapse caused by office fires alone. The fact that WTC 7 was in free fall for over
two seconds then falsifies this hypothesis. The US government's theory of how WTC 7
came down is false.

Law of Conservation of Momentum
The Law of Conservation of Momentum states
that an object in motion stays in motion unless
acted on by an external force. An asteroid
travelling at a certain speed will stay at that
speed unless it collides with another object,
such as another stationary asteroid. The total
momentum of the two asteroids before the
collision is equal to the total momentum of the
two asteroids after the collision. The first
asteroid will slow down and the second asteroid
will speed up.

Illustration 7: Newton's Cradle demonstrating conservation of energy and momentum

The Twin Towers
The official hypothesis for how the twin towers came down is
that support columns removed by plane impact and
weakened by fire caused an upper block of each building to
fall, pulverizing the lower block. This “pile driver” hypothesis
predicts that a jolt will be observed when the upper block
strikes the lower block due to the deceleration involved in
the transfer of momentum. The observed fact that neither
block decelerated when striking the lower building then
falsifies this hypothesis. The US government's theory of how
the twin towers came down is false.

Illustration 8: WTC 1 coming down

The Only Hypothesis Left Standing

Illustration 9: Eutectic formations in WTC 7 steel

Illustration 10: Iron-rich microspheres

The only other hypothesis available to explain the fall of the three
towers on 9/11 is the controlled demolition hypothesis. This
hypothesis is falsifiable because controlled demolition techniques
will always leave non-natural defects on the buildings' structural
steel. Unfortunately, the majority of the structural steel of all three
buildings was ordered by the US government to be immediately
removed and recycled. The evidence cannot be independently
examined to falsify or support the controlled demolition
hypothesis because most of the evidence was destroyed. The
controlled demolition hypothesis is however the only currently
unfalsified hypothesis available that can explain all the facts of
how these three buildings came down.

“Once you eliminate the impossible, whatever remains, no matter
how improbable, must be the truth.” ―Arthur Conan Doyle, Sr.

